Snow plow parts diagram

Included are diagrams and the part numbers for spare part kits. Each diagram and parts listing
is specific to that particular mount, frame or blade. To order a replacement part for any aspect
of your plow system, see your authorized Polaris Dealer. The following table lists the parts
included in the plow mount kit, as well as which spare kits replacements can be found in. The
numbers in the table correspond to the above diagram. They can be ordered through your
Polaris Dealer. The following table lists the parts included in the plow mount kit as well as which
spare kits contain replacements. To order a kit, see your Polaris Dealer. The following table lists
the parts included in the plow mount kit and in which spare kits replacements can be found. The
following table lists the parts included in the plow frame kit, as well as the spare kits in which
replacements can be found. In the event of a collision with an obstacle at a speed greater than
what the system is rated for, the angle selection T-Pin of the manual angulation mechanism is
designed to shear to minimize the force of impact to the pushframe. If the angle selection T-pin
is broken, inspect all components of the plow system to see if any other system components
have been damaged. If a part is damaged, the impact speed was greater than what the system is
designed to support. You must then buy a replacement from your dealer. Should you need to
replace the angle selection T-Pin, a spare pin is provided in the angle lever. Follow the steps
below to change your T-Pin:. Remove the R-Pin 62 and the clevis pin 61 that keep the angle
lever 28 in place. The T-Pin is designed only to protect against the impacts affecting right and
left ends of the blade. The T-Pin does not protect the system from a central impact. Always
inspect the entire system in the event of a hard impact to ensure that no damage occurred to
any system components other than the T-Pin. The following table lists the frame's parts, as well
as in which spare kits they can be found. To order a spare kit, see your Polaris Dealer. In the
event of a collision with an obstacle at a speed greater than that recommended for the system,
the shear pin of the manual angle mechanism will break to minimize the force of impact in the
frame. If the shear pin is broken, inspect the plow system for damaged parts. If any part is
damaged, the impact velocity was greater than what the system is designed to support. You
must then buy a replacement part from your Polaris Dealer. If only the shear pin is broken, the
pin can be removed and installed upside down and used again. Follow these steps to change
the pin:. Using a long nose pliers, remove the two tension springs 21 and then remove the pin
34 retaining the angle lever Remove the half-broken shear pin 33 and reinsert it upside down.
You can get a new spare pin, part number , from your dealer. Align the hole in the shear pin with
the slot in the angle lever and insert the pin securing the parts in place. Important notes: The
shear pin is designed only to protect against the impacts affecting right and left ends of the
plow. The pin does not protect the system from a center impact. Always inspect the entire plow
system after a shear pin has failed to ensure no other components were damaged by the
impact. The following table lists the parts included in the plow frame kit, as well as the service
kits that replacements can be found in. Identification numbers correspond to the above
diagram. The following table lists the parts included in the plow blade kit as well as which spare
kits replacements can be found in. The following table lists the parts included in the plow blade
kit as well as the spare kits replacements can be found in. The follow table lists the parts
included in the blade kit, as well as which spare kits the parts can be found in. To order a
replacement kit, see your Polaris Dealer. Your comments are important for us. We will review
your suggestions to see how we can improve this article. Skip to content Skip to navigation
Skip to footer. Follow the steps below to change your T-Pin: 1. Lift the angle lever and remove
the spare T-Pin Remove the two tension springs 39 retaining the T-Pin. Remove the two pieces
of broken T-Pin. Insert the new T-Pin. Replace the angle lever. Reinstall the clevis pin and the
R-Pin. Reinstall the two tension springs. Kickstand Kit : Bumper Kit : Plow Pivot Kit : Angle
Selector Kit : Pins Kit : Angle Pin Kit : Shear Pin Kit : In the event of a collision with an obstacle
at a speed greater than that recommended for the system, the shear pin of the manual angle
mechanism will break to minimize the force of impact in the frame. Follow these steps to change
the pin: 1. Thank you. Was this article helpful? Yes, it answers my question. No, it's missing
information or visuals. No, the instructions are unclear. No, What are the next steps? No, I'm
experiencing a technical error. We'd love to hear your suggestions. Keyword s plow , system ,
parts , part , replace , replacement , mount , frame , blade , shear ,. Parts, Accessories and
Apparel. Owner's Manuals. Safety Information. Polaris Protection Plan. Special Offers. Polaris
Lubricants. Wear Bar Kit Meyer E Valve Block variations Over the years. Ring 79 1 Poppet 80 1
Washer 81 1 Guide 82 1 Spring 83 1 Spacer 84 1 Disc 85 1 Plug 86 1 Adj. E Decal Name Badge
for pump. E Motor Cap With Brushes. E Motor Gasket. Hardware Kit for Meyer E Our Other
Sites: Snowplowing-Contractors. It MUST be played on a computer. The reason we chose this
route is because at just over 5. Manufacturer: Aftermarket. A rebuild kit like no other! Valve O
Ring kits included fit E as well. Includes Pump Shaft Seal. E Decal for Meyer plow pumps.
Genuine Meyer has perforation on bottom where serial number is usually printed. New motor

cap for Bosch type motors found on most Meyer E and E snow plow pumps. Gaskets for Meyer
E motor. First Class Mail. This is a Hardware Kit for Meyer E pumps. This kit includes all the
fasteners we replace when rebuilding ALL E's in our shop. Motor - 12 Volt 2 Terminal. Pump
Assy. Kit - Pump Relief Valve. Seal Kit Relief Valve. Pressure Relief Valve. Ram Assembly
includes. Pump Check Valve Kit includes. Parts in grey are included in assembly under which
they are grey. Valve Assy. Forged 90 Degree Elbow E units. Seal Kit-"B" Cartridge. Kit "B"
Check Valve. Seal Kit-"C" Cartridge Valve. Seal Kit-Crossover Valve includes items 75,76,78, Pin
Type Coupler. Tall 90 degree Elbow. Short 90 degree Elbow. SKU: M SKU: EDecal. We love to
hear feedback from you. Let us know what you think about how we can improve your shopping
experience. We really appreciate it. Central Parts Warehouse. Search by Keyword Go. Select a
Vehicle. Follow Us. Your message was submitted. Thank you for taking your time and giving us
your feedback. LED Snowplow Lights. Snowplow Controllers. Snowplow Deflectors. Snowplow
Electric Motors. Snowplow Cylinders. Snowplow Hydraulic Seal-Kits. Snowplow A-Frames.
Snowplow Hydraulic Hoses. Snowplow Cutting Edges. Snowplow Base-Angles. Snowplow
Battery Cables. Snowplow Cables. Snowplow Carts. Snowplow Curb Guards. Snowplow Decals.
Snowplow Documents. Snowplow Dolly Wheels. Snowplow Electrical Harnesses. Snowplow
Emergency Repair Kits. Snowplow Guide Sticks. Snowplow Headlight Kits. Snowplow Headlight
Light Adapters. Snowplow Hydraulic Power Packs. Snowplow Hydraulic Pumps. Snowplow Lift
Arms. Snowplow Lift-Frames. Snowplow Moldboards. Snowplow Mount Kits. Snowplow Oil.
Snowplow Paint. Snowplow Plow Box Kits. Snowplow Quadrants. Snowplow Shock Absorbers.
Snowplow Shoes. Snowplow Solenoids. Snowplow Trip Springs. Snowplow Wing Kits.
Snowplow Wing Parts. Salt Spreader Electrical Harnesses. Best Deals for Savings! Salt
Spreaders. Replacement Parts. Snow Pushers. Liquid Sprayer Systems. Warning Lights. Your
Name:. Included are diagrams and the part numbers for spare part kits. Each diagram and parts
listing is specific to that particular mount, frame or blade. The fitment tool can be found at the
top of every accessory page. The following table lists the parts included in the plow mount kit.
The numbers in the table correspond to the above diagram. To order a part, see your Polaris
Dealer. For more information, view the installation instructions. The following table lists the
parts included in the plow mount kit, as well as which spare kits replacements can be found in.
The following table lists the parts included in the plow mount kit, as well as which spare kits
replacement parts can be found in. The following table lists the parts included in the plow
mount kit, as well as which spare kits contain replacement parts. The following table lists the
parts included in the plow frame kit, as well as which spare kits replacements can be found in.
In the event of a collision with an obstacle at a speed greater than that recommended for the
system, the shear pin of the manual angulation mechanism will break to minimize the force of
impact in the frame. If the shear pin is broken, see if another part is damaged. If any part is
damaged, the impact velocity was greater than what the system is designed to support. If only
the shear pin is broken, the pin can be removed and installed upside down and used again.
Follow these steps to change the pin:. Note that the shear pin is designed only to protect
against the impacts affecting right and left ends of the plow. The pin does not protect the
system from a central impact. Always check the entire system after a failure to ensure that no
damage occurred on other parts than on the pin. The following table lists the parts included in
the plow blade kit, as well as which spare kits replacement parts can be found in. Skip to
content Skip to navigation Skip to footer. Clevis Pin Kit Follow these steps to change the pin:
Using a long nose pliers, remove the two tension springs 15 and then remove the pin retaining
the angle lever Remove the half-broken shear pin 21 and reinsert it upside down. Put the pin
back in place. Put the two tension springs back in place 15 using the long nose pliers. Thank
you. Your comments are important for us. We will review your suggestions to see how we can
improve this article. Was this article helpful? Yes, it answers my question. No, it's missing
information or visuals. No, the instructions are unclear. No, What are the next steps? No, I'm
experiencing a technical error. We'd love to hear your suggestions. Keyword s plow , system ,
part , replace , replacement , spare , kit , mount , frame , blade , shear , pin ,. Parts, Accessories
and Apparel. Owner's Manuals. Safety Information. Polaris Protection Plan. Polaris Lubricants.
Part Number. Winch Link. Rear Fork. Lift Handle. Link Rod. Half Lock. Pedal Link. Rear Hook.
Angle Lever. Locking Bar. Plow Pivot. Blade Framing. Plow Shoe. Wear Bar Kit Skid Shoe Kit
R-Pin Kit Wear Bar. Included are diagrams and the part numbers for spare part kits. Each
diagram and parts listing is specific to that particular mount, frame or blade. To order a
replacement part for any aspect of your plow system, see your authorized Polaris Dealer. The
following table lists the parts included in the plow mount kit, as well as which spare kits
replacements can be found in. The numbers in the table correspond to the above diagram. They
can be ordered through your Polaris Dealer. The following table lists the parts included in the
plow mount kit as well as which spare kits contain replacements. To order a kit, see your Polaris

Dealer. The following table lists the parts included in the plow mount kit and in which spare kits
replacements can be found. The following table lists the parts included in the plow frame kit, as
well as the spare kits in which replacements can be found. In the event of a collision with an
obstacle at a speed greater than what the system is rated for, the angle selection T-Pin of the
manual angulation mechanism is designed to shear to minimize the force of impact to the
pushframe. If the angle selection T-pin is broken, inspect all components of the plow system to
see if any other system components have been damaged. If a part is damaged, the impact speed
was greater than what the system is designed to support. You must then buy a replacement
from your dealer. Should you need to replace the angle selection T-Pin, a spare pin is provided
in the angle lever. Follow the steps below to change your T-Pin:. Remove the R-Pin 62 and the
clevis pin 61 that keep the angle lever 28 in place. The T-Pin is designed only to protect against
the impacts affecting right and left ends of the blade. The T-Pin does not protect the system
from a central impact. Always inspect the entire system in the event of a hard impact to ensure
that no damage occurred to any system components other than the T-Pin. The following table
lists the frame's parts, as well as in which spare kits they can be found. To order a spare kit, see
your Polaris Dealer. In the event of a collision with an obstacle at a speed greater than that
recommended for the system, the shear pin of the manual angle mechanism will break to
minimize the force of impact in the frame. If the shear pin is broken, inspect the plow system for
damaged parts. If any part is damaged, the impact velocity was greater than what the system is
designed to support. You must then buy a replacement part from your Polaris Dealer. If only the
shear pin is broken, the pin can be removed and installed upside down and used again. Follow
these steps to change the pin:. Using a long nose pliers, remove the two tension springs 21 and
then remove the pin 34 retaining the angle lever Remove the half-broken shear pin 33 and
reinsert it upside down. You can get a new spare pin, part number , from your dealer. Align the
hole in the shear pin with the slot in the angle lever and insert the pin securing the parts in
place. Important notes: The shear pin is designed only to protect against the impacts affecting
right and left ends of the plow. The pin does not protect the system from a center impact.
Always inspect the entire plow system after a shear pin has failed to ensure no other
components were damaged by the impact. The following table lists the parts included in the
plow frame kit, as well as the service kits that replacements can be found in. Identification
numbers correspond to the above diagram. The following table lists the parts included in the
plow blade kit as well as which spare kits replacements can be found in. The following table
lists the parts included in the plow blade kit as well as the spare kits replacements can be found
in. The follow table lists the parts included in the blade kit, as well as which spare kits the parts
can be found in. To order a replacement kit, see your Polaris Dealer. Your comments are
important for us. We will review your suggestions to see how we can improve this article. Skip
to content Skip to navigation Skip to footer. Follow the steps below to change your T-Pin: 1. Lift
the angle lever and remove the spare T-Pin Remove the two tension springs 39 retaining the
T-Pin. Remove the two pieces of broken T-Pin. Insert the new T-Pin. Replace the angle lever.
Reinstall the clevis pin and the R-Pin. Reinstall the two tension springs. Kickstand Kit : Bumper
Kit : Plow Pivot Kit : Angle Selector Kit : Pins Kit : Angle Pin Kit : Shear Pin Kit : In the event of a
collision with an obstacle at a speed greater than that recommended for the system, the shear
pin of the manual angle mechanism will break to minimize the force of impact in the frame.
Follow these steps to change the pin: 1. Thank you. Was this article helpful? Yes, it answers my
question. No, it's missing information or visuals. No, the instructions are unclear. No, What are
the next steps? No, I'm experiencing a technical error. We'd love to hear your suggestions.
Keyword s plow , system , parts , part , replace , replacement , mount , frame , blade , shear ,.
Parts, Accessories and Apparel. Owner's Manuals. Safety Information. Polaris Protection Plan.
Special Offers. Polaris Lubricants. Wear Bar Kit Its simple-yet-reliable build, robust
components, and easy-to-use design have helped it become the fastest-growing V-plow on the
market. The VXF95 is built to take on harsh storms. Two flared stainless steel wings are each
backed by four laser-cut vertical ribs. A full length 2-Inch cross tube and heavy duty channel
provide additional torsional rigidity to the independent moldboards. With an oversize hinge pin
and 70 Degrees attack angle, the VXF95 is ready to punch through snow with extreme throwing
action--especially in the "V" position. The VXF's two independently actuated 6-Inch trip edges
help the operator maintain smooth control and protect the truck and equipment. If you're
looking to stack snow, the heavy duty lift arm, chain, and cylinder on the VXF Series work in
conjunction to offer 35 Degrees of travel. Standard dual-action angle cylinders provide forceful
angling, scooping, and backdragging under any condition. Buyers Products sets the standard
of what you should expect from your plow company. A poly snow deflector, wire-reinforced
blade guides, glove-on in-cab contro
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ller, and dual-beam halogen plow lights come standard on every VXF plow. Just align your
truck, actuate the pedals, raise the jack, and attach lock pins and electrical plugs. Sign In.
Create Account. Cart 0 Your shopping cart is empty. Refine Search? Laser-cut steel ribs, a full
length 2-Inch cross tube, and an oversize hinge pin let you cut through heavy snow and ice.
Backdrag in tight spaces with the VXF's dual-action angle cylinders. Confront the storm with 70
Degrees attack angle and snow-throwing flared wings. Stack snow high with the heavy duty lift
cylinder, Grade 43 chain, and a lift arm that offers 35 Degrees of travel. Cut through the dark
with powerful dual-beam halogen plow lights with secure double post mounts. Operate with
ease using the standard one-hand controller with oversize buttons for glove-on control. Get the
value you deserve with the standard poly snow deflector and wire reinforced blade guides.
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